CLIENT PROFILE: HOIST UK
LIFTING EQUIPMENT & SOLUTIONS

Directors Paul Jordan and Tony Dickson explain their

"For our business working with customers both in

longstanding relationship with Horner Downey & Co:

the UK and internationally, it’s important that we
have a trusted and reliable accountant on hand to

"Hoist UK are market leading providers of lifting and

provide the assistance and expert advice we need.

handling equipment for the industrial and

We’ve worked with Horner Downey for the past 10

entertainment market sectors. Our skills and

years and they have continually supported our

expertise have provided lifting solutions for a diverse

growth and diversification."

range of clients including Airbus, TK Maxx and
Boyzone. Today we are one of the largest lifting and

Horner Downey’s Director Mark Williams added:

handling equipment designers, manufacturers and

“Hoist UK are a great example of the buzzing

installers in the country; supplying lifting solutions to

technology development that is going on here on

both UK and international customers in a variety of

the Wirral. With lots of successful businesses with

markets.

innovative niches, our region is a great place to
start and grow a business.

"Whether we are designing an overhead crane
system within an industrial environment or

"There are a number of advantages to having a local

manufacturing a bespoke winch to fly performers as

accountant – having a face to face meeting at short

part of an elaborate production, every installation

notice, or the ease of managing and submitting

requires problem solving and attention to detail at

paperwork. We look forward to continuing to

the highest level, and that is why we’ve developed a

support Hoist Uk in any way that we can.”

reputation for excellence

"We’ve worked with Horner Downey for the past 10 years and they have continually supported
our growth and diversification." - Tony Dickson, Director

CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT HOW OUR SPECIALIST ACCOUNTANCY
SERVICES CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS
0151 334 6328 // ENQUIRIES@HORNERDOWNEY.CO.UK

